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BY @KNITTINGZDAILY
I generally go out to lunch once a week,

Is it that he finds it odd? Unsanitary? I'm

as a break from the usual cold pizza

not sure, but I usually receive the most

slices and boring salads I bring from

interested questions or comments when I

home to eat at my desk. While I do eat

take my knitting to a restaurant.

with coworkers, sometimes it's relaxing
to take 45 minutes to myself, read some

Now, I'm a rational person. I don't slip onto

news, and complete a few rows while

my chair at a high-top table only to pull

waiting for my (generally) inexpensive

out an enormous colorwork or sweater

meal.

project (unless I'm going to be there
awhile). I'm clutzy enough as it is, and

Of all the places public places I take my

don't need to add a large knitting project

work, my husband hates it most when I

cradled with my purse and other objects,

knit in restaurants.

carried into an eating establishment.

Small sock projects make
up my knitting
contingent at restaurants,
usually tucked into a
beige, cloth
binoculars case i keep in
my car for the most
mobile craft projects.
.

I'm not alone in these habits. A cursory
perusal of Instagram reveals that knitters
who like to bring needles and yarn to
public spaces often choose restaurants
and bars. Is the waitress slow or orders
come late? No matter, we have plenty to
keep us busy while chatting with our
friends and neighbors. In fact, bringing
knitting to eateries may be the most
sure-fire method for leaving good tips at
the end of a lunch or meal.
So if it's lunch-time, and you need me, I'll
probably be at an outside picnic table at
"Pizza by the Sea," turning my face to the
sun while simultaneously turning a heel.
See all "Places You Can Knit" snippets
here!

-the-Forest" pattern from Amazon,

On the Needles:
Dog Jumper

forgoeing the time-consuming seed
stitch for stockinette. I chose leftover yarn
in fall-colored hues, knitting all the way
down to visit them over the weekend.

My favorite dog in the world is a miniature
dachshund named Dixie. Tiny but
energetic, she runs circles around her
owners at their rural home in central

I was nervous when I sewed up the final
seam, pulling the ribbed collar over her
head, and adjusted the fit. Dixie

Florida.

immediately began running up and down

People don't realize that it actually CAN

be biased, but I'm pretty sure she's the

get cold in FLorida, especially in
December and January. To keep the little
pup warm, I decided to embark on my
very first dog sweater project.
Because Doxie's are weird shapes (long
and very thin), I didn't want to try
something too ambitious. I downloaded
and altered Marcia McCormack's "Walk-in

the porch, but the sweater held on! I may
most fashionable dog in Levy County,
Florida.

“My fashion philosophy is, if
you're not covered in dog
hair, your life is empty.”
― Elayne Boosler

Yarn Spotlight:
@artyarns
When the Friday of a long week rolls
around, sometimes I like to treat myself.
Not to an ice cream, or a fancy cocktail, not
to a pedicure or a new haircut. On Fridays, I
treat myself to yarn.
Recently stopping in at the Destin Yarn
Shop, I slowly wandered from shelf to shelf
while a gaggle of women talked and knit
around a table by the front window. Half
listening to their conversation, half debating
how much I could reasonably spend, a
multi-hued skein caught my eye.

Crafted by Artyarns, the blue and
green hues reminded me of the Gulf
of Mexico - just perfect for a Mother's
Day gift!
Reasoning that one skein could knit
up to at least one pair of fingerless
mittens, I made my purchase and
placed the beautiful fiber carefully in
the front seat of my car.
I was right: the yarn turned into not
just one pair of fingerless mitts, but
two! Each one took just a few hours,
which meant by the time the next
Friday rolled around I had finished
every single yard.

